Diffusing Tension
A medevac flight benefits a Congolese village in more ways than one
ension was mounting in the Congolese village of
Kikongo. A beloved pastor had been suffering from
debilitating headaches for more than a week, and
people were afraid. Not knowing the cause of his illness, they
began to point fingers at their neighbors, wondering if some
kind of curse or sin was to blame.
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At the same time, a man from a neighboring village
was at the Kikongo hospital after he was accidentally
shot in the knee. Police were trying to blame people
and fine them for his accident. The village was on the brink of a violent outbreak if a solution wasn't
found.
That's when missionary Glen Chapman, with American
Baptist International Ministries, called on MAF to see if
there was any way to do an emergency medical evacuation.
MAF altered its flight schedule and flew a Cessna 206 into
Kikongo, in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC),
and evacuated both patients.
Later that day, Glen emailed a note to Garth Pederson, the
MAF pilot who did the flight:
"Thanks for taking our two malades (patients)
today. Thanks for your flexibility ... Just getting
the patients out really diffused the tension ...
There is a tremendous sense of relief here at
Kikongo that both of these patients can be moved
to get better treatment."
Five months later, the pastor was ready to return to
the village after receiving treatment in the capital city of
Kinshasa. This time pilot 1 evin Spann made the flight.

He had no idea just how special this man was to the people of
Kikongo, but he was about to find out.
Kevin taxied up to the parking area, and as he did, he
heard something amazing. Even with the engine running
(an unmuffled turbodiesel engine) and noise-canceling
headphones, he could hear it: joyful voices rising in song, the
beating of drums, and chanting.

"There is a very eerie death wail that people do here when
they mourn the loss of a family member or friend," said
Kevin. "I have heard that quite a lot with the flights
we do, taking the deceased and their family
members to the interior. But this was the first time
I had heard the rejoicing wail. It was beautiful!"
Once the engine shut down, the crowd swarmed the plane
and practically engulfed the pastor. They whisked him
away—still singing and chanting—to the school where
pastors-to-be were taking their finals.
MAF serves the people of Kikongo in a way that
exemplifies the multifaceted impact of MAF's
ministry—a medical evacuation brings healing, keeps
the peace, and encourages pastors in training.
"The ministry of MAF is far more than
transportation," added Glen, "but the transportation in
our case affects the pastoral school, the mission station, and
the neighboring village."

■ END
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NEWS BRIEFS

Join us in
prayer ...

MAF and the Fight
against Ebola
In September, MAF conducted flights
to combat a deadly Ebola outbreak
ern corner of the
in the nor
emocratic Republic of the Congo
DRC).

MAF staff welcome the PC-12 at Kinshasa.
Photo by Nick Frey.

MAF transports a medical team to Boende to combat an Ebola outbreak. Photo by Nick Frey.

MAF airplanes transported medical
personnel and supplies from the capital
into the remote
city of&g.
Boende district of the DRC. At the
time, the World Health Organization
had identified 68 cases of Ebola in
Boende, including 41 deaths.
Nick Frey, MAF program manager
in the DRC, said they used a small
airstrip in the area to deliver supplies
such as personal protective equipment,
medication, syringes, and quarantine
equipment. "We have also carried
specimens out to Kinshasa for testing."

Fleet Updates
You may have seen MAF's first
amphibious KODIAK on display at
one of the summer air shows, or one of
our dedication events. Thanks to the
generosity of donors, MAF KODIAK
#10 has been funded and will head to
Kalimantan, Indonesia, sometime in
2015. The ninth KODIAK recently
arrived in Papua. Also on the move in
the fall was a PC-12 heading to the
Democratic Republic of the Congo.
These planes will be the latest tools for

reaching people with Christ's love.
We praise God for everyone who
made these latest additions to the
MAF fleet possible.

A Vision for MAF in
Myanmar
In late summer MAF's Ron Wismer
and volunteer Steve Gardner were in
Myanmar to complete site surveys for
airstrips in Matupi and Lailenpi while
continuing to build relationships with
local churches as well as the aviation
authorities. This is one of a handful of
trips conducted over the last year by
MAF-US and MAF-International,
with the goal of developing a program
in Chin State, which has the poorest
population and some of the most
remote locations within Myanmar.
As Gardner reported, "Healthcare
in the region is all but nonexistent.
Education is also very poor ... The
partnerships that MAF could enable
by working here are incredible to
think about. One quote from a recent
meeting was powerful: 'Our people
are forgotten; we are like foreigners in
our own homes."

"This is the confidence we have in
approaching God: that if we ask
anything according to His will,
He hears us. And if we know
that He hears us—whatever we
ask—we know that we have
what we asked of Him."
—1 John 5:14-15
That God would draw more
people to serve with MAF
overseas to fill programs
that are short-staffed.

For all of the Bible
translation projects that
MAF supports around the
world, that hindrances will
be removed and the Word
will go forth and change
forever.
hearts
...

That patients and their
families who stay at
MAF's hospital house in
Kalimantan, Indonesia,
would experience the love of
Jesus in a very real way.

For the safety and protection
of all MAF staff around the
world, most of whom work
in dangerous areas.

Starting up a new program is a
lengthy process that can take years.
Please pray for the permissions that
are still needed, and for God's will
and guidance as MAF moves forward.
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MINISTRY SPOTLIGHT: The Spanns

Big Picture Impact
hen Kevin and Tasha Spann first arrived in western
Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) last fall,
they were awestruck. After all the years of preparation,
they were finally going to carry out God's call to serve with
MAF, in the big city of Kinshasa—light years away from the
small towns of Tennessee where they grew up.
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The reality of it is still sinking in.
As a pilot-mechanic, Kevin supports the Congolese church,
medical teams, and Christian and humanitarian organizations
working in western DRC. One day he transports a group working
to provide sustainable jobs, boost the economy, and help the
environment. Another day, he flies in medicine and doctors, or
flies out patients.
"I'm thrilled to do it," said Kevin. "Even after a year on the field,
I can't believe I'm here and can finally serve God in this capacity,"
he adds. "For so long I was talking about it; now I get to do it."
During the four years it took Kevin to be field ready, he kept
hearing about something called Plumpy Nut, a nutritional
supplement for malnourished children. On one of his flights to
an area fighting cholera and typhoid, he learned that his cargo
included several hundred kilos of Plumpy Nut!

"It was so exciting to see something I had read about and talked
about actually being loaded onto one of our airplanes, and put to
use," said Kevin.
Tasha is energized by the stories Kevin brings home, which helps
on the days she's tired of adjusting to a city of more than 8 million
people or raising a toddler in a very different environment.
Even with the new challenges and changes, Tasha says she feels
fulfilled. "I know this is where God intended to send our family
and where our family is meant to serve."
Kevin and Tasha stress how their support team back in the U.S.
has been such an encouragement—the perfectly timed emails,
handwritten postcards, and thoughtful little gifts. "We couldn't
be here without them."
It also helps to look at the`big picture of their mission in the
DRC. As Kevin puts it, "How just one inspection, one flight,
one passenger, or even one kilogram of cargo can have a lasting,
positive impact in the Name of Christ, is almost unfathomable."
Would you like to support and encourage the Spanns as they do
God's work in the DRC? To join their ministry partnership team,
visit maforg/spann.

■ END
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